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Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 

Deposit Return Scheme 

Written submission from Warren Snow, The Entrust Foundation 

1. Scope (materials) – the types of container proposed to be covered and excluded 
and any specific issues. 

All types of beverage containers are a major component of litter and so all should be 
included. On September 24th, New Zealand’s Associate Minister for Environment 
Eugenie Sage announced that New Zealand will now begin a 12-month process of 
investigating and designing a deposit return system for the country. New Zealand 
consumes around 2 billion drink containers a year and the scope of our proposed 
deposit return system is the same as Scotland’s - plastic, glass, and aluminium drink 
containers will carry a refundable deposit of between 5-20 cents. We think this is a 
good starting point but would also like to see juice cartons and pouches included in 
the scope.  

2. Scope (retailers) – implications of the scheme applying to all retailers selling 
single-use drinks containers, including online retailers, and exclusion of businesses 
such as pubs and restaurant that sell drinks for on-site consumption.  

Scotland’s return to retail model will make the system accessible to everyone, and 
we’re pleased to see similar proposals for the NZ system, however we have advocated 
strongly for New Zealand’s scheme to allow for local recycling centres and possibly 
transfer stations to operate buy back centres. We want a ‘Hybrid’ system of Return to 
Retail and locally operated drop-off depots where practical.  

3. Costs and operational impacts – costs anticipated for your business, service or 
sector and the appropriateness of the proposed financing model (that the scheme will 
be funded via unredeemed deposits, revenue from the sale of materials and a 
producer fee).  
 
Funding the system through unredeemed deposits is an important feature of a good 
CDS in my view. The payments for 100% of all containers produced must be made to 
the Scheme Manager, not just for the ones that are recycled as the beverage industry 
may propose. 
 
4. Environmental impacts – whether the proposed scheme will have the desired 
impact on increasing recycling rates and reducing littering, and how that impact can 
be maximised. What key environmental risks need to be considered and mitigated? 
Will the scheme incentivise producers to change or modify materials/packaging? 
 
All of my research indicates a well-designed scheme will result in significant increase 
in recycling rates. I also believe the scheme will bring about changes in packaging 
types. It’s important I think to ensure that beverage producers must apply to the 
Scheme Manager before they can introduce any new container type to ensure it meets 
the criteria of the scheme.  
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5. Level of deposit – implications and appropriateness of a charge being a uniform 
20p. 

 
This seems high enough to stimulate the desired return rates. Overseas examples 
show a strong correlation between the level of the deposit and the recovery rate – 
ranging from as low as 65% with deposits of 5-cents (e.g. California) to over 95% with 
deposit values of 20-40 cents (e.g. Germany). Link: www.envision-
nz.com/projects/incentive-to-recycle 
 
6. Consumer and social impacts or risks – accessibility to consumers and what 
impacts are anticipated on different groups, including those with disabilities, those 
without private transport, and those living in rural areas.  
 
I’m quite sure all sorts of solutions will arise once there is a value to beverage 
containers. For example, schools could act as drop-off centres and receive the refunds 
when a big enough load is ready to cart to the nearest RVM or depot. 
 
7. Local authorities – implications of the proposed scheme for local authorities, 
including impacts on kerbside collections.  
 
I have helped set up community recycling schemes, with a particular focus on waste 
reduction as an employment-rich development tool. This included the design of 
Resource Recovery Centres. I was Project Manager for the introduction of Auckland 
City’s first kerbside recycling scheme in 1994. In 2007. I co-authored a report entitled, 
“Reclaiming Auckland’s Resources” which proposed a Resource Recovery Network 
(RRN) of around 60 Community Recycling Centres (CRCs) which fed into 6 large 
Resource Recovery Parks (RRPs) through which all waste would go through for 
extraction of useful resources, with only the residual material going to landfill. After 
promoting the concept for a number of years, It was great that Auckland Council 
adopted the RRN as part of its waste strategy with budgets allocated for the first 12 
CRCs, of which bout 8 have already been established - all operated by Social 
Enterprises.  I was originally opposed to the re-introduction of bottle deposits, because 
I believed claims put out by the packaging industry that such a system would affect 
the viability of kerbside recycling schemes which I had been involved in setting up. It 
was only after taking a study tour to South Australia, that I learned that the opposite is 
true. Deposit return systems actually make kerbside recycling cheaper to operate and 
more profitable leading to significant cost savings for Local Authorities. 
 
Due to the increasing costs for hard-pressed Local Authorities, market-based 
instruments such as deposit return schemes are needed to ensure producers take 
responsibility for the end of life management of the products they put into the market. 
In the future every product will be required to be part of a product stewardship scheme. 
I see no alternative if we are to get a hold of waste volumes and costs. Deposit refund 
is a great place to start. 
 
Local governments would not incur additional costs through the introduction of deposit 
return. However, in NZ, they would benefit in the following ways: 
 

• Less beverage waste (750 million beverage containers) going to landfill, with 
significant refuse transport/disposal savings 

http://www.envision-nz.com/projects/incentive-to-recycle
http://www.envision-nz.com/projects/incentive-to-recycle
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• Potential savings to NZ ratepayers of between $26 million and $40 million per 
year from refuse collection savings (based on bag rates of between $2-$3/bag) 

• Reduced litter control costs including potential savings on servicing of public 
litter bins (through reduced servicing frequency and potential income from CDS 
containers) 

• Reduced kerbside collection costs to councils, estimated at up to $19.26 per 
household per annum. 

 
8. Timing - implications of the proposed timeframe (a minimum 12-month 
implementation period from the passing of legislation).  

The NZ Government are working to a timeline similar to that in Scotland, and this 
seems reasonable and realistic. The design proposal will be presented to the 
Government by August 2020, and it's expected the scheme could be operational by 
2022. 

9. Governance – how the scheme should be administered, and appropriateness of 
the proposal for scheme administrator that is industry-led, privately owned and 
operated on a not-for-profit basis.   

I’m not so sure about ‘Industry’ run. They are the cause of the problem and have 
consistently lobbied against deposit refund schemes because they like voluntary 
measures which externalise their costs to local communities and the environment. I 
have proposed a multi-stakeholder operated Scheme Manager for NZ. Refer to my 
most recent report “Happy Returns, A proposed Model for a Container Deposit 
Scheme for NZ. which outlines our preferred model to that of industry. Link: 
https://kiwibottledrive.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CDS-Model.pdf  

10. Broader waste policy context – will the scheme achieve its intended purpose in 
isolation, or does its success depend on the performance of broader measures? How 
should the scheme cooperate with any other proposed schemes in the UK? 

A deposit refund system will help change attitudes to waste because it puts value on 
something that was previously at times almost worthless. I think there will be ‘spill-
over’ effects with other products such as general litter.  

11. Any further issues or views not falling under the above areas.  
 
What I think is clear is that the ordinary person when made responsible for doing the 
right thing gets worn out trying and only a few fully committed succeed. The packaging 
and beverage industries have for years subtly put the blame for waste and litter on the 
individual away from themselves. The end result is pathetic recycling rates (no more 
than 30-35% maximum in the US NZ and I’m sure other Western consumer countries, 
in spite of all the good news figures you see from the packaging groups).   
 
This where government leadership is so important. As we now know, as soon as a 
levy on plastic bags is introduced people are empowered to change and do change. 
The same with almost any product that’s introduced into the market and this is 
especially proven with deposit refund schemes for beverage containers. 

https://kiwibottledrive.nz/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/CDS-Model.pdf

